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CHAPTER 10

PERFORMING PHYSICAL INVENTORIES

Section I

Overview

★ RESPONSIBILITIES
Keeping property records up to date is a big job. One

way to find out if your storage records are correct is for
you, as storage supervisor, to conduct an inventory. An
inventory is the physical count of supply items on hand
at your storage facility. It is important that the quantity
and type of items you show on hand on the stock record
match the quantity and type of items you count in your
storage facilities. When these totals do not match, it is
your job to find the mistakes. To help locate the
mistakes and correct them, you must make a complete
physical inventory. Before you begin the inventory,
you must take certain actions. You must make a
physical location survey to ensure all supplies are in the
correct locations and the locations match the locator
deck. You must make sure all identification labels and
bin placards are correct. You must also post all new
data before you begin the survey. To do this, you and
the accountable officer should work with the receiving
section to setup a cutoff date for posting changes to the
locator file. If you are operating under SARSS-1(I)
automated system, ensure that all personnel respon-
sible for operating the TACCS/SARSS equipment are
familiar with the automated procedures as outlined in
ADSM 18-L19-AJH-BUR-EM. (NOTE: It is particu-
larly important that bar code readers be inspected for
operational readiness prior to training and conduct of
inventory. Also ensure that you have enough batteries

on hand to power the bar code readers.) You should
develop a plan (or update the written SOP) for conduct-
ing the inventory and the location survey. The plan
should include the following:

A time frame schedule for the location survey.
Cutoff dates for the receiving, storage,

shipping, stock location, and data processing sections
so that records can be brought up to date before the
survey and the inventory.

A time frame schedule for the inventory.
Appointment of a survey supervisor.
Organization and appointment ofthe survey team.

You should tell how you determined the number and
grades of personnel required. You should also list
special equipment needed, the areas of responsibility
for each person on the team, the reporting date and
place, and the schedule for the team members.

An outline for the training of survey and inven-
tory personnel. All personnel involved in a location
survey or an inventory need training to perform all
counts and complete all records correctly. Use the
checklist in Table 10-1, page 10-2 to help set up a
training program for your personnel.

Assignment of an inventory voucher number.
An explanation of how to prepare and distribute

the survey work cards, work card decks, and location
survey listings.
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An explanation of how to report, control, and
verify the inventory findings.

An explanation of how to notify customers and
other unit personnel of the delayed processing of
requests and issues that will occur during a wall-to-
wall inventory.

If LOGMARS-T bin labels are used, ensure that
damaged or missing labels are replaced prior to con-

NOTE: You should include the announcement of
your DSU closing in the installation daily bulletin to
notify all interested units and personnel. AR 25-30
governs daily bulletin entries and explains format. A
sample announcement might read: Consolidated Sup-
ply Warehouse, Building 7166, will be closed 12-16
October 19XX for annual inventory. Issues will be
limited to requests with UND A and PDs 01, 02,

ducting location survey and inventory. and 03. -
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PHYSICAL INVENTORIES
Inventories play an important part in keeping your

storage and financial records straight. Without inven-
tories, you would not discover posting errors. Some
ways inventories help you are listed below.

They find storage problems and errors. See Table
10-2.

They find the total quantity of supplies on hand.
They compare and adjust the recorded stock

balances to match the on-hand quantities.
They give the accountable officer the informa-

tion he needs to compare his records with the records
of the finance and accounting office during the annual
audit.

PREPARATION
You and your personnel must ensure all inventories

are thorough and conducted step by step. Keep in mind
that your total inventory period must not exceed five
workdays. This does not include the time that you and
your personnel spend getting ready for the inventory or
taking corrective actions after the inventory. As
storage supervisor, you must publish an annual inven-

tory schedule. Be sure to show the date of each
inventory and list the types of items to be inventoried
Distribute these schedules to all of your customer
units. Table 10-3 lists inventory frequencies. Before
you can decide what type of inventory to conduct, you
need to know the number of transactions your DSU
processes, quantity of items your DSU stores, kinds of
supplies your DSU stores, and the mission of your
DSU. You also need to know what coordination with
other sections you will need before you begin the
inventory. The three basic types of inventories at the
DSU level are described below.

Scheduled Wall-to-Wall Inventory
In this type of inventory, you count all items in the

entire storage section as of a certain date. During the
inventory, you will not process receipts, and you will
not issue stockage items unless they have PDs 01, 02,
or 03 or are NMCS transactions. You can continue to
process and issue nonstocked items not listed in your
stock location files.
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Scheduled Cyclic Inventory
You conduct this type of inventory weekly, monthly, for that particular stock number and condition code

or quarterly. In this inventory, you count only a part of
your DSU authorized stockage and nonstockage items
within a set timeframe. It is easier to conduct this type
of inventory if you limit it to a specific storage area, a
certain type of item, or a certain group of supplies. The
two disadvantages to a scheduled cyclic inventory are
explained below.

Since inventory count cards are made only on
those items listed on the stock record, the scheduled
cyclic inventory does not account for unrecorded stock
items. Also, since the primary location is the only
location recorded on the ABF, you must instruct your

★
located in the locator deck.

All locations are recorded on the ABF in
SARSS. When an inventory on a stock number is
initiated, all locations will be identified on the Inven-
tory Count Control Document or downloaded to
LOGMARS-T equipment. When operating with
SARSS, there is no need to look manually for alternate
locations.

You must keep your DSU open for business
during a cyclic inventory to process any item not
involved in the inventory. You must also process
inventory items if they have PDs 01, 02, and 03.

inventory personnel to count all alternate locations for
that particular item. Alternate locations are posted on
the location placard or loose issue label located at the A
primary location and also on the alternate location card You

Special Inventory
special inventory is not a scheduled inventory.
conduct a special inventory when you need to
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count a certain item for a specific reason. These
reasons are listed in Table 10-4. You must keep your
DSU open for normal business during the special
inventory to process all requests for items not being
inventoried. If you receive a request for an item that is
being counted hold it until after the inventory is
finished. Make an exception when the request has a PD
of 01, 02, or 03 or is an NMCS request. You have only
72 hours to conduct a special inventory. If you conduct
an inventory because of an illegal forced entry into the
warehouse, the SSA commander will decide which
transactions the SSA will process and how long the
SSA maybe nonoperational.

NOTE: You must conduct an unscheduled inventory
each time you process a total or partial MRD. Count
only the item in question, and compare this count with
the quantity listed on the stock record.

Inventories Under the SARSS-1(I)
Automated System

Although many of the measures taken to prepare and
conduct an inventory are standard, there is specific

procedural guidance for conducting inventories within
the SARSS-1(I) automated system. It is in ADSMs 18-
L19-AJH-BUR-UM and 18-L19-AJH-BUR-EM.

★

★

Section II

The Location Survey

PREPARING FOR SURVEY

Before you and your personnel begin the inventory,
you must conduct a location survey to make sure all
data have been posted to the records and that all
supplies are in the correct locations. A location survey
is a check of the storage locations against the locations
listed on the locator deck and stock records. During the
survey, you compare the supplies in storage with the
data on the locator cards to ensure they match. If there
are any mistakes in the NSN, condition code, quantity,
security code, or type of item, you must make these

changes before the inventory begins. Chapter 6 ex-
plains how to make location changes. As storage
supervisor, you must update or write an SOP covering
all parts of the location survey. Be sure to include--

Purpose and objectives of the survey.

Time frame outline for conducting the survey.

Assignment of survey supervisor and survey team.

Cutoff dates for shipping and receiving sections.

List of areas not included in the survey.
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PROCESSING MANUAL LOCATION SURVEY
WORK CARDS

Reporting date, reporting point, and schedule for
survey team members.

Explanation of training for survey team
members.

Explanation of the duties of the survey team
members.

★ PERFORMING THE SURVEY
A location survey is a physical check of actual

storage locations against items recorded on the ABF.
This survey is very important to ensure storage of items
in the locations identified on the ABF. It is usually
done once a year or prior to a wall-to-wall inventory.
Also, during daily operations, it maybe necessary to
relocate items to store material correctly. Report these
location changes promptly to the SCS, MMC, or the
SARSS document control section. To conduct the
survey, the survey teams compare each location survey
work card with the data on the bin label or item placard
at each storage location. The procedures they use for
locating, marking, and recording the storage locations
and errors depend on whether your DSU uses pre-
printed or handmade location survey work cards and
location listings. Specific procedural guidance for
conducting the location survey within SARSS-1(I) is
in ADSMs 38-L19-AJH-BUR-UM and 18-L19-AJH-
BUR-EM.

USING HANDMADE LOCATION SURVEY
WORK CARDS

If your DSU keeps a manual locator file or if it does
not use a locator deck, your location survey teams must
write all the location data on blank DA Forms 2000-3.
You must also give these cards serial numbers for
control purposes. Number the first card 00001. (NOTE:
This change deletes Figures 10-1 and 10-3.)

NOTE: Sometimes it is not convenient for a DSU to
use DA Form 2000-3 for the location survey. When
your unit is not using DA Form 2000-3, be sure your
local storage SOP explains what form and procedures
to use.

The survey supervisor should check the location
survey work cards (DA Forms 2000-3) to ensure they
are in the correct serial number order and no cards are
missing. The supervisor should make a note of the
beginning and ending numbers for later reference. For
example, if the last card is numbered 02508, all cards
from 00001 to 02508 must be turned in when the survey
is finished. The supervisor should also record the
survey date and starting time. He should give each
survey team a stack of cards to use to record the
location information. He should log the cards out by
listing each soldier’s name and card numbers. Survey
teams should go to each location. They should first
ensure the information on the label and card matches
the supplies in the location. Then they copy the
information from the bin label or placard onto a survey
work card. If there is more than one NSN in a location,
the team should contact the storage and survey super-
visors. The supervisors will check the locator deck for
the correct locations of the items and move the supplies
to the right places. If there are supplies in a location
that does not have a bin tag or placard, the survey team
should notify the storage supervisor. He will help
identify the supplies and have a bin label made. The
team then copies the information onto the survey work
card. As the teams copy the information from the
locations onto the cards, they should place the com-
pleted cards at the locations where they can be seen
easily. This will let other teams know that the locations
have been checked. Figure 10-2, page 10-9 shows the
positioning of the work cards. After the teams finish,
the survey supervisor should check the storage areas to
make sure all locations have cards. If a location has no
DA Form 2000-3, the supervisor must send one of the
survey teams to the location to make a new survey work
card. After checking all locations, the supervisor
should have the survey teams collect the cards in
location sequence. Then the supervisor should check
both used and unused cards by serial number to see if
any are missing. The survey supervisor then records
the survey completion time. If any cards are missing,
the teams must make a thorough search for them. If a
missing card cannot be found, the survey supervisor
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should make a replacement, using a blank DA Form
2000-3. You must number the new card with the serial
number of the missing card. Then the supervisor sends
a survey team to the location that is without a card to fill
out the new card from the data on the bin label. After
all the cards are turned in, the survey supervisor checks
the cards to see that they are filled out correctly. He
then sends them to the locator section. The locator
clerk puts the cards in the same location order as the
active locator file. He compares them to see if any
locations are missing or if there are differences in
entries, such as nomenclature, NSN, or condition code.
If there are differences between the cards and the
locator file, the locator clerk must notify the storage
supervisor of the problems. The supervisor sends a
survey team to the location to check the card to see if
any of the information was copied wrong. If no
mistakes were made, the storage supervisor must have
storage personnel make the necessary corrections to
the locator deck so the data on the deck will match those
given on the stock location survey cards. Chapter 6
explains how to make location additions, deletions,
and changes. The storage supervisor must also have
storage personnel correct any problems found during
the location survey, such as mixed stock, unidentified
stock, open containers, and items in more than one
location. After checking all cards and correcting all
problems, the survey supervisor will send the stock
location cards through the storage supervisor to the
SCS. The SCS will make the necessary additions,
deletions, and changes to the stock records and return
the cards to the storage supervisor. The storage super-
visor should file the survey work cards in the com-
pleted survey file until completion of the the next
location survey.

★

★

USING PREPRINTED LOCATION SURVEY
WORK CARDS

If your DSU works under the automated system of
DS4, the location survey work cards will be printed by
machine. The stock control or ADP section of your
DSU will make a copy of all cards in the original
locator deck in location order, using DA Form 2000-3.
The survey teams will use blank cards to list data for
any location that has no preprinted location survey

card. The ADP section will also prepare three com-
puter printouts when it makes the location survey
cards. The first printout is in NSN sequence and lists
all the survey work cards. The second is in location
sequence and also lists all the survey work cards. The
third is a location error list of all errors recorded on the
ABF. Refer to TM 38-L32-12, Chapter 7, for an
explanation of the location error list. When you get the
location survey work cards and the printouts from the
ADP section, you must first correct all the errors that
are annotated on the location error list. Once all errors
are corrected and the corrections noted on the printouts
that are in NSN and location sequence, give one copy
of each printout and the survey work cards to the survey
supervisor. Be sure both of you update and correct your
printouts as the survey teams check each location.

USING SARSS LOCATION SURVEY LISTING
If your DSU works under the SARSS automated

system, the location survey will be output in computer
printout format. PCN: AJH-104 will be in location
sequence. PCN: AJH-113 will be in stock number
sequence. TM 38-L19-2 gives a detailed explanation
of these listings. NOTE: No cards will accompany
these listings. (NOTE:  Th is  change  de le tes
Table 10-5.)

CORRECTING LOCATION SURVEY
PROBLEMS AND STORAGE ERRORS

During the physical location survey, the survey
teams will usually find storage problems such as mixed
and unidentified stock and other minor errors. If these
problems are found in a location survey where manu-
ally completed cards are used, the survey teams should
contact the survey supervisor. He should keep track of
the problems and their locations and work with the
storage supervisor to make sure they are corrected.

COMPARING SURVEY RESULTS WITH
STOCK RECORDS (MANUAL PROCEDURES)

After the survey teams have finished the survey, you
and the stock control supervisor need to compare the
survey results with the stock records. Do this AFTER
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making all corrections and posting them to the new
locator file. You and the stock control supervisor must
match stock number, location, UI, and condition code
of all changed and corrected locator cards with the
stock records. Table 10-6, page 10-10 shows you what
actions you must take when the stock records and the
location survey cards do not agree. Before you take the
cards to the SCS, your stock locator clerks will need to
check each corrected locator card against the AMDF to

make necessary changes to the locator cards at this
time. When matching the locator cards against the
stock record, change the stock record if the data do not
match. The stock control supervisor will leave the
quantity blank on the new stock record card until a
physical inventory is taken. After reconciling the stock
record and the locator file, you must ensure posting of
all changes to the location deck, the bin labels and
placards, materials in storage, and any other records

ensure the NSNs and other codes agree. They should your locator section may use.
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Section III
Preinventory Procedures

SETTING UP CONTROLS
The actions you must take before the inventory all incoming receipt documents and related actions so

begins are as important as the counting of supplies. the inventory records can be caught up to a specified
You must work with the other section chiefs to setup date. You decide on a specific beginning date for the
reasonable cutoff dates. On these dates, you must stop inventory and a date for reconciling balances. It is a
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good idea to know these dates at least 30 days before
the inventory cutoff time so you can notify all sup-
potted units that will be affected by the inventory.
Table 10-7 shows all the actions you will need to
coordinate when you plan an inventory. You can use
this as a checklist.

SETTING CUTOFF CONTROLS ON
RECEIPTS

You will need to work with the accountable
officer and the stock control, shipping, storage, and
receipt section chiefs to decide on a cutoff date for
receipts. You must decide if the receipt section will
begin using a receiving cutoff control register on the
cutoff date. This register makes it easier to keep up
with the status of all documents your DSU receives
during the inventory period. There is no set format for
the register. Figure 10-4, page 10-13 shows a sample
register. Actions you need to take when you receive
documents before the cutoff date, and those you need
to take when you receive documents after the cutoff
date, are described below.

Documents Received Before the Cutoff Date

Once the cutoff date is set, the receipt section
must mark or stamp all incoming documents “BE-
FORE INVENTORY.” This helps separate those

receipts from the ones received after the cutoff date. On
the cutoff date, the receipt section must hold all new
documents until after the inventory. By keeping the
stock record and the locator deck frozen until after the
inventory is completed, you will keep the inventory
count the same throughout the inventory period. The
day before the inventory begins, you must check to
ensure all documents marked “BEFORE lNVEN-
TORY” have been posted. Compare the receiving
control register with the stock record. All items listed
on the register should also be listed on the stock record.
Also, check the storage section to ensure all supplies
received before the cutoff date have been moved from
the receipt section into storage locations. Your receiv-
ing section will process all nonstockage list items as
normal since they do not affect the ABF.

Documents Received After the Cutoff Date
Your receiving section soldiers must mark “AF-

TER INVENTORY” on all documents received tier
the cutoff date. They must also separate these docu-
ments from those marked “BEFORE lNVENTORY”
so they will not be counted. To help the inventory
teams, you should move all documents and items
received after the cutoff date to a separate storage area.
If you do not have enough room to set these items aside,
ensure each item involved is marked with a “DO NOT
INVENTORY” sign.
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SETTING CUTOFF CONTROLS ON
MATERIEL RELEASE ORDERS

You and the accountable officer need to decide
on a cutoff date for processing MROs. (They are
described and explained in Chapter 8.) After this
date, the stock record section must post only
MROs for high-priority (PDs 01, 02, and 03) requisi-
tions or for nonstocked items. You also need to
decide if the SCS will use an MRO cutoff control
register during the inventory. This register helps
keep track of all MROs and shows you which ones
have been filled. There is no set format for the
register (manual procedures only). Figure 10-5
shows a sample MRO register that includes all the
information you will need to list. If you decide to
use a register, the stock control supervisor must
ensure that personnel number and date all MROs
they receive daily. Your personnel must list, by
serial number, all MROs sent to the pickup point
before the cutoff date in the Date To Shipping/
Pickup Point column of the register. On the cutoff
date, you and the stock control supervisor must
check the register to ensure all MROs listed have
been sent to the pickup or shipping section. If you
find MROs with no entry in the Date To
Shipping/Pickup Point column, you will know
that these MROs have not been processed. You

FM 10-15

and the stock control supervisor must locate and
account for all MROs that are outstanding. To
ensure that the listed supplies are ready for inven-
torying, you must change the count in the SCS and
send the MRO back to the receiving section or
move the supplies and the MRO to the issue/
shipping section. If you have any MROs that are
outstanding for items such as lumber or barricade
materials, send the MROs to the SCS or to the
inventory supervisor so the inventory count can
be changed. Because of their size, do not send
these items to the issue point for loading.
Therefore, even though the MROs have been
processed, count bulk items as part of the stored
supplies since they are kept in the storage section
until they are loaded.

GETTING AN INVENTORY VOUCHER
NUMBER

You will need to contact the stock control super-
visor for an inventory voucher number before the
inventory begins. A special number from the
DA Form 272 (Register of Vouchers to a Stock
Record Account) is assigned for each inventory.
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When you and the inventory supervisor get the inventory. Figure 10-7 shows preprinted (machine-
inventory count cards and the machine listings,
you will find this number on each card and on each
page of the listing. You will use this number later
when you make stock record adjustments with
DA Form 444 (Inventory Adjustment Report) and
DA Form 4697 (Department of the Army Report of
Survey). Figure 10-6 shows entries on a DA Form
272.

PREPARING INVENTORY COUNT
CARDS

When your DSU accountable officer receives the
MRO cutoff dates, he tells the ADP section or the
SCS to make inventory count cards. These are
preprinted DA Forms 2000-3 for the inventory
teams to use to record the supply count during the

prepared) and manually-prepared inventory count
cards. The SCS will make a card from each item
listed on the stock record to be inventoried. The
data to be listed on a preprinted card and a
manually-prepared card are given below.

Preprinted Cards
Preprinted cards must include the following:

DIC YDK.
NSN.
UI.
Quantity.
Inventory voucher number.
Inventory cutoff date.
Inventory serial number.
Storage location.
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DSU code.
Condition code.
Storage location code C (if location

changed).
Inventory count code.
Date posted and counter’s signature.
Date and recorder’s signature.

The SCS puts the cards in location order. They are
numbered from 0001 to 9999 so you can tell how
many items will be involved in the inventory. This
helps the inventory supervisor keep track of the
cards. The SCS also puts serial numbers on some
blank cards so that the inventory teams can make
a card for any item that does not have a preprinted
card.

Manually-Prepared Cards
If your DSU does not have the use of ADPE,

your ADP and SCS personnel must work together

FM 10-15

to fill out the inventory count cards by hand. You
must check the cards to make sure they have the
following:

DIC YDK.
Special interest code.
Supply category of materiel code.
Pilferable item code.
NSN, MCN, or MPN.
UI code.
Voucher control code.
Inventory cutoff date (Julian date).
Inventory count serial number.
Storage location.
DSU code.
Condition code.
Inventory count code (1, 2, or 3).

Ensure count cards are made for all items on the
stock record, even those that show a zero balance.
When your personnel have completed the cards,
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they must put them in location order and number
them. Be sure they also number some blank cards
for the inventory teams to use. After the inventory
count cards are completed and numbered, you
must give the stack to the inventory supervisor.
He will check them and then issue them to the
inventory teams to use to record the supply count.

PREPARING INVENTORY
COUNT CARD

CONTROL LISTINGS
At the same time they make the inventory count

cards, the ADP or SCS of your DSU will also make
two separate control listings from the information
on the count cards. If your DSU does not have
ADPE available, your ADP and SCS personnel
must work together to prepare two listings
manually. One of these listings will go to the
inventory supervisor for controlling the inven-
tory. The other will go to the accountable officer
for accountabil i ty adjustments and budget
reporting. Ensure these listings do not include
items in the RX, CIF, QSS, SSSC, and shipping
and receiving sections.

Accountable Officer’s Listing
This listing must include the following:

Count card serial number.
NSN of item.
Name of item.
UI.
Condition code of item.
Security and pilferage code of item.
Unit price.
Recorded balance on stock record.
Location code.

Figure 10-8 gives an example of a page of the
control listing made for the accountable officer.
He must keep this list in a secure place. He must
not let storage personnel use it. He will use the
listing when he reports and reconciles his records
with the installation FAO.

Inventory Supervisor’s Listing
This listing has less detail than the listing the

accountable officer needs. Figure 10-9 gives an
example of a page of the control listing made for
the inventory supervisor. His list must include the
inventory count card serial number, NSN of item,
name of item, and location code. After completing

the listings, the SCS will send them to you along
with the inventory count cards. Check them to
ensure they are ready for the inventory. Give them
to your locator clerk to check against the location
file. He compares the cards, the listings, and the
locator file to see if there are any differences. The
clerk also must check to see if there are any locator
cards that have multiple locations in the locator
deck. If so, he checks to see if inventory count
cards have been made for these locations. If a
locator card has no matching inventory count
card, the next numbered blank count card must be
filled out using the information on the locator
card. After checking the cards, the locator clerk
will give the count cards and listings back to you.
After you have looked over the listings and cards
for any mistakes, give the accountable officer a
copy of the listing. As soon as you give the
inventory supervisor the listing and the deck of
inventory count cards, the inventory can start.

PREPARING
STORED ITEMS
FOR INVENTORY

You must try to maintain stored supplies in the
most secure manner possible. As storage super-
visor, you must also ensure your personnel use the
proper storage techniques and that they follow all
guidelines given in DOD 4145.19-R-1 for storing
supplies. However, before each inventory, there
are special actions to take that will make the
inventory go smoothly and quickly. These actions
will also help ensure an accurate inventory count.
You must ensure—

All supplies are properly identified and
clearly marked.

All supplies not to be counted are marked
with DO NOT INVENTORY signs.

All supplies are stored in the least number of
separate locations.

All opened containers either contain the
quantity listed or have the new quantity marked
on the outside of the container.

All supplies stored on pallets are placed
neatly and uniformly to make counting easier.

All members of the inventory teams are
given enough on-the-job training to do the
following: Fill out inventory count cards correctly,
identify all items being inventoried, and count all
types of packaged items.
follow safety and security

They must know and
requirements.
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Section IV

The Inventory

WORKING WITH KEY INVENTORY
PERSONNEL

You work with many people when you set
inventory controls and when you conduct the
inventory. You need to know the duties of the
major inventory personnel. They are described in
this paragraph.

Inventory Supervisor
The inventory supervisor is assigned to the DSU

accountable officer for the entire inventory period.
He is in charge of the inventory and the inventory
count teams. The inventory supervisor may not
normally be assigned to your DSU. However, he
will be attached to your unit until the inventory
count is posted to the stock record. It is his job to
instruct and train inventory count teams in the
correct inventory procedures. He is responsible for
controlling and checking all inventory count
cards and control listings before, during, and after
the inventory to ensure they are complete and
without errors. You will need to help him with any
storage problems or mistakes which the teams
find and with any inventory difficulties.

Inventory Count Teams
These teams consist of a counter and a checker

or recorder. Because wall-to-wall inventories are
so large and must be completed within five
working days, you may need six or more teams
working at the same time. Normally, they may not
be assigned to your storage section. If you do not
have enough personnel to help with the inventory,
you can borrow the teams from other supply and
local activities such as your DSU SCS or the
SSSC. The teams come under the direct control of
the inventory supervisor.

Stock Control Supervisor
The stock control supervisor is one of the most

important persons you work with in setting up and
conducting the inventory. His section is in charge
of making all inventory count cards, the control
listings, and any other automated documents you
may need. Section personnel are also responsible

for numbering the cards and listings with the
inventory voucher numbers and serial numbers
needed for control purposes. You work closely with
the stock control supervisor when you set the
cutoff dates and when you verify and post the
inventory counts to the stock record. He helps you
figure and prepare the inventory adjustments and
budget information for the accountable officer.

ISSUING ITEMS DURING THE
INVENTORY

If at all possible, your storage section personnel
should not make issues during an inventory since
the chance of making errors increases when issues
are made while counting is in progress. However,
you must fill all requests and issue supplies for
high-priority items (PDs 01, 02, and 03) and NMCS
items. If you receive a priority request for issue
when the inventory teams are counting, the inven-
tory supervisor should hand-carry the MRO to the
storage location. If the requested item has already
been counted, the inventory supervisor pulls the
item from storage and subtracts the amount being
issued from the total quantity listed on the count
card. He must be sure to write the MRO document
number on the count card when he writes the
number of items he is subtracting. He can then
move the item to the issue/shipping section. If an
item being issued has not been counted, the inven-
tory supervisor should write the amount that he is
pulling from storage on the count card. He also
should write a short note on the count card
explaining what he did. Then he issues the items
in the normal way and processes the MRO docu-
ment following the instructions in this chapter.
You may issue nonstockage list items processed
through the receiving section to customer units
since they do not affect the ABF. If your DSU
works under an automated system such as SAILS
or DS4, you may have to use a reverse procedure
when you issue supplies during an inventory. This
will freeze the inventory record until the count
card is accepted. You make issues under this kind
of system on a postpost basis. Do not record a
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postpost transaction until after the inventory.
Check TMs 38-L03-17 and 38-L32-12 for the
cedures to use under SAILS and DS4 when
need to issue an item during the inventory.

INVENTORYING LUMBER
The general inventory procedures in

pro-
you

this
chapter also apply to inventorying lumber. Some
special inventory differences to make your job
easier are described below.

Measuring Lumber
When you speak of lumber size, you are talking

about its thickness and width. For example, a 2- by
4-inch piece of lumber is actually 2 inches thick
and 4 inches wide before it is milled. After it has
been seasoned and milled, its thickness and width
will be less. However, it is still called a 2 by 4. This
is nominal thickness and width. You measure
most lumber in the Federal Supply System in
terms of board feet. Figure the board feet of a piece
of lumber by multiplying its thickness (in inches)
by its width (in inches) by its length (in feet) and
dividing by 12. If you have more than one piece of
lumber the same size, once you figure the board
foot measurement of one piece, multiply it by the
number of pieces. When you have a large quantity
of lumber to inventory, use Table 10-8. This table
shows the board foot calculations for different
sizes of lumber.

Using Stock Records
You can find out how much lumber you have on

hand by checking the stock records for the dif-
ferent types of lumber. Since all stock records are
kept in NSN order, you need to know the NSN for
each kind of lumber that you stock. To find the
NSN for a piece of lumber, you need to know the
size, kind, and use of the piece of lumber. You also
need to know the FSC code. The FSC code for
lumber is 5510. Get the other information by
checking and measuring the lumber in question.
When you have this information, check the
Federal Supply Catalog identification listing.
These listings are issued quarterly on microfiche.
The SCS or the editing section of your DSU should
have a copy. The listings are made in FSC-code
sequence to help you locate items easily. Look
under the FSC code 5510 until you find the
description of the lumber you are inventorying.
The description also will list the NSN. After you
find the NSN, check the stock record for this

number. It will give the total number of board feet
which you have on hand for that piece of lumber.

Recording Lumber Counts
You inventory lumber by size and length. When

you make a count card on lumber, you must relabel
some of the columns. Figure 10-10 shows how to
relabel the count card. It also shows which section
of the card the inventory team fills out and which
section the SCS fills out after the inventory.

PERFORMING THE INVENTORY
After completing the preinventory actions, you

are ready to start the inventory. The inventory
supervisor assigns the inventory teams to specific
portions of the storage areas and gives them the
count cards for those areas. He should log the
names of the team members and the serial
numbers of the count cards he gives them to his
count card control listing. He will use this listing
to keep track of all the cards. The steps in the
inventory are described below.

Counting Stock
The teams go to the storage locations listed on

the count cards. At each location, the counter
reads aloud the location, stock number, and UI
from the bin label and supply containers. The
recorder compares this information with the data
listed on the count card.

Loose stock. If the location is filled with loose
stock, the counter will count each item and tell the
recorder the total number of supplies in that
location. Since the supplies are not in packages as
listed on the count card, the team should write the
word “LOOSE” on the card and enter the final
count in the Total Quantity column. Figure 10-11
shows a count card prepared for loose stock.

Packaged stock. If the location has supplies
that are in packages or boxes, the counter calls out
the number of packages and the number of
supplies in each package. The recorder writes this
information in the correct columns and multiplies
the two figures. He writes the total in the Total
Quantity column. Figure 10-12 shows a count card
prepared for packaged stock.
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Palletized stock. If the supplies to be counted
are stored in boxes on pallets, the counter calls out
the number of pallets, the number of packages on
each pallet, and the number of supplies in each
package. The recorder writes this information in
the correct columns, multiplies the figures, and
writes the total in the Total Quantity column. If an
inventory team has a preprinted count card with a
location listed, make sure that the team checks all
storage areas for missing supplies before it marks
the quantity as zero. Figure 10-13 shows a count
card prepared for palletized stock.

Completing the Count
After the team writes all the information on the

count card, both the counter and the recorder

should sign and date the card. Figure 10-14 shows
a completed count card signed by the counter and
recorder. They must place the card on the location
where it can be easily seen. Then they go to the
location listed on their next count card. When the
count team has filled out all the cards, signed and
dated them, and placed them at the locations, the
inventory team will tell the inventory supervisor
that it has finished the count.

Inspecting the Area
When all the teams have finished counting, the

inventory supervisor must inspect the storage
area to ensure all locations have a count card
posted. If he sees a location without a count card,
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he should give a blank, serial-numbered card to
the count team and have them inventory the
location and fill in all the identification data on
the card. If the location is listed on his control
listing, he can fill in the data before he gives the
card to the count team. The inventory supervisor
must list all missing count cards on his control
listing. He must also list the inventory totals of
any new cards that were made. The SCS will need
this information to check the stock record and to
make sure that these items are listed as part of the
stock.

Completing the Inventory
The inventory supervisor must account for all

count cards by serial number. He can use his
control listing to check off the cards as he gets
them. He should also check each card to see if it
has been filled out correctly. Once all corrections
are made, he should put the cards into location
sequence. He can use his location listing to help
determine the order in which they should go. After
the cards are in order, he should give them to you
to take to the accountable officer.

ACCEPTING THE COUNT
After the accountable officer receives the count

cards, he checks off their serial numbers on his
control listing. Once he is satisfied that no cards
are missing, he writes the unit price and total
quantity from the control listing onto each card.
After he writes this data on the cards, he compares
the total quantity the inventory team counted
with the quantity that he wrote on the card. If the
quantities match, he check marks the Accept
box. He does the same for each card in the stack.
Figure 10-15 shows sample cards, with matching
and different totals, that have been accepted. If
the count of the inventory team is different from
the total listed on the control listing, the account-
able officer must take the following steps:

Figure the amount short or over that the
inventory team found for the item.

Figure the amount of money this overage
or shortage represents by multiplying the dif-
ference by the unit price.

Write this figure on the count card.

If the quantities do not match, he can still accept
the count if the adjusted value is $50 or less and the

item does not have an SEC on the AMDF of 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 8, N, P, Q, or R. CDA Pamphlet 18-1 explains
these codes.

REQUESTING A
RECOUNT

(MANUAL PROCEDURES)
There are times when the inventory team count

and the total listed on the accountable officer’s
control listing do not match. This does not always
require a recount. Under certain conditions, the
count can still be accepted as valid. However, the
accountable officer must have the items recounted
when it is determined that the adjusted value is
more than $50 or the item is sensitive or controlled,
To tell if the item is a sensitive or controlled item,
the accountable officer checks the item NSN on
the monthly AMDF. If the SEC column has a 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, N, P, Q, or R, the item is sensitive or
controlled. The accountable officer checks the
Recount box on the inventory count card and
returns the card to you or the inventory super-
visor. Figure 10-16 shows a count card marked for
recount. When a recount must be made, you or the
inventory supervisor needs to make up a new
count card from the information on the control
listing for each item to be recounted. Be sure you
number the card with the same serial number as
that on the original count card. You will also need
to mark the number of the recount, such as 2, 3, or
4, in the Cnt No block of the count card. This
shows how many times you have counted the
items. The inventory supervisor gives the remade
count card to a different team from the one that
originally counted the items. The second team
recounts the items and fills out the count card.
When it has finished the count, the team gives the
card back to the inventory supervisor. He will
check it to make sure it is filled out correctly. If any
two counts agree, the stock record officer accepts
the recount. If the totals still do not match, the
inventory supervisor will have a third inventory
team recount the items and remake the cards until
the total agrees with the control listing or until two
recount totals match. (Each time a recount is
made, make sure each stock n umber is checked for
multiple locations. Stock placed in a separate
location can cause the difference in quantity
and can be corrected easily.)  Figure 10-17
shows a completed recount card with recount
quantity accepted.
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COMPLETING THE INVENTORY
After the accountable officer accepts all inven-

tory counts and corrects his control listing, he
sends the count cards and the control listing to the
SCS. The SCS then makes the necessary changes
to the stock record at this time. DA Pamphlet
710-2-2, Chapter 9, explains how the information
from the  inventory  i s  put  onto  the  s tock
accounting record. After posting the inventory
counts, you and the accountable officer lift the
freeze on the receiving and issuing sections. They
can begin processing requests and issues nor-
mally. Your personnel should process all DOS that
were placed on hold during the inventory as soon
as possible. Be sure to tell your personnel to watch
for any new MROs that are dated before the
inventory cutoff date. These are floating MROs. If
your personnel find any of these MROs, they
should bring them to you at once. You and the
stock control supervisor must work together to
cancel these old MROs and issue new MROs under
the current date. After all inventory changes are
made, the SCS sends the control listing to the
depot that supports your DSU. Section personnel
compare the inventory counts with their stock
accounting record totals. If they find any major
problems, personnel at the inventory control point
can request a recount of all items in question. After
the balances are checked, the inventory control

point makes a special report on the inventories for
all supported GSUs or DSUs. This report goes to
the major Army commander so that he will know
the status of supplies in his command.

EVALUATING INVENTORY
PERFORMANCE

You need to set up a checklist of required
inventory procedures so that you can tell how well
your section personnel performed during the
inventory and how well they understand their
inventory duties. Table 10-9 is a checklist of
performance standards for a properly conducted
inventory. Use it to train your personnel in
inventory procedures. You can also use it to set up
inventory guidelines in your storage section SOP.
This checklist gives you formulas to use when you
figure inventory accuracy. You must furnish the
accountable officer with these figures for his
inventory reports. When you make up a checklist,
be sure to leave room to write comments about
some of the problems found during the inventory.
You also will need room to list problems or areas
not covered on the checklist. Your commander or
accountable officer may want to use the checklist
when he conducts briefings or prepares reports for
staff visits or inspections.
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